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Introduction

• The Computer games course here at 

essex is still bOoting up

– We have one 3rd-year student at present

• Our focus is internet computer games

– Particularly virtual worlds

• In Last year’s seminar i described some 

of the technical issues involved

– After all, this is an enginEering

department
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However…

• In many ways computer games are more 

Art than Science

– And I don’t mean the preTty pictures

• How do they relate to your speciality?

• This seminar is an honest eFfort to 

show you what you’ve taken on board

• It’s up to you to decide whether to 

embrace it, tolerate it or run 

screaming from the room

To this end…

• Today I’ll be talking about why people 

play in virtual worlds

• This is at the cutting edge of virtual 
world design

– There’s Nothing beyond this at present

• It’s about as far removed from 

electronic engineering as it gets

– And shows how much/liTtle VW research 

has progressed
• Subtext: If you can stand this, you can stand anything VWs have to throw at you!
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Content begins here..!

• How do you find out why people play in 

virtual worlds?

– Easy! You ask them!

• And what do they reply?

– “Because it’s fun!fun!fun!fun!”

• Ok… so you ask them some more, and 

some more, and some more…

• …until eventuaLly you discover that 

“fun” means difFerent things to 

diFferent peoPle

Player types

• However, there aren’t actuaLly all that 

many of these “different things”

• Four basic activities people find fun:

– Scoring points, levelling up – ACHiEVERS

– Talking to people, gossiping – socialisers

– Exploring the game world – explorers

– Dominating others – kiLlers

• accepted now as a basic paradigm

– Take the “bartle test” to find out your type!
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Player Types graph

• Hearts, clubs, diamonds spades

balance

• This model has powerful uses

– Underlying inter-type dynamics can be 

used to balance a virtual world

– Example: killers drive away socialisers

• Four steady states

– Achiever-dominated

– Socialiser-dominated

– Equilibrium between all four types

– Empty game…
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problems

• Two main flaws in this model

• 1) some types seem to have distinct sub-

types

– Griefers and politicians both come 

under KilLers

• 2) people change their playing styles 

over time

– This has been known since very early days

– Technical term is drift

– Eventually, people drift away

Main sequence

• Killer->explorer->achiever->socialiser

• Main sequence path
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Other sequences

• unfortunately the main sequence isn’t the 

only sequence

– Some players oscilLate killer/socialiser

– Others oscillate achiever/explorer

– Some even oscillate achiever/socialiser

• Seems to suggest there may be a third

dimension involved

– But what might that dimension be?

Some history

• the player types model, is for mortals

– Regular players, the vast majority

• However, I also did one for wizzes

– Privileged players who have “won” the game

– Aka wizards, admins, gods, sysops…

• This second model replaced the game/world 

axis with an implicit/explicit axis

– Or Executable/examinable, code/data

• Maybe this axis would work here?
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Well, it does…

labelling the sub-cubes
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New types

• We get 8 types now instead of 4

• Achievers

– Opportunists & planners

• Socialisers

– Networkers & friends

• Explorers

– Scientists & hackers

• Killers

– Politicians & griefers

sequences

• The four sequences described earlier become:

• Main sequence

– Griefer->scientist->planner->friend

• Main socialiser sequence

– Griefer->networker->politician->friend

• Main explorer sequence

– Opportunist->scientist->planner->hacker

• Minor sequence

– Opportunist->networker->planner->friend
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Main sequence

Main socialiser sequence
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Main explorer sequence

Minor sequence
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Development tracks

• People do occasionally switch between 

sequences, though

– Where they intersect

• We can combine the sequences to give 

development tracks

• Note: politicians are oddities…

networker

opportunist

griefer politician friend

scientist planner hacker

General sequence

• Players start by determining the 

boundaries that govern their actions

• Next, they string together meaningful 

sequences of primitive actions

• Then they apPly what they have learned

• Until eventually they master it and it 

becomes second nature

• Locate->discover->apply->internalise

– Thrash, kick, toddle, walk
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This is all very well…

• Unfortunately, it doesn’t answer the 

question

– why do people play virtual worlds?

• Nevertheless, as I shall shortly explain, it’s 

an important part of the story

• Aside: If You thought the psychology

was wishy-washy waFfle, this is 

realLy going to bug you

• We’re going to look at myth

The hero’s journey

• Joseph campbeLl, 1949

– “The hero with a thousand faces”

• The various heroic myths of aLl cultures 

follow basically the same pattern

– As do their religious stories

• Note myths, not naRratives

• Rooted in the human psyche

– Universal need to explain the same, fundamental 

concepts of social, worldly and 
other-worldly realities
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examples

• Myths from nigeria, north america, 

australia, phrygia, china, iceland, bali, 

persia, mexico, finland, cambodia, peru, …

• The epics of gilgamesh, Arthur, vishnu, 

osiris, moses, cuchulainn, buddha, Jason, …

• the odyssey, Dante’s inferno, the sleeping 

beauty, anna karenina, faust, the frog 

king, Star wars, haRry poTter, …

• Oh, and Virtual worlds!

departure

• The caLl to adventure
– indication of change to come, often symboLlic

• Refusal of the call
– Required to act but won’t (fear, duty?)

• Supernatural aid
– A guide appears to help them

• Crossing of the first threshold
– Enter world of adventure (defeat guardian?)

• The beLly of the whale
– Final separation from old self; rebirth
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initiation

• The road of trials [usually 3]

• The meeting with the goDdess

– Symbollic; exposure to totality of knowledge

• Woman as the temptreSs

– Old-world origins at odds with new world

• Atonement with the father [key point]

– Hero Faces the supreme power over him

• Apotheosis [peace, rest, bliss]

• The ultimate bOon [object hero came for]

return

• Refusal of the return

• The magic flight

– Can’t stay and have the boon

• Rescue from without

• Crossing of the return threshold

– How to reconcile the old with the new?

• Master of the two worlds

– Sense of balance, destiny accepted

• FreEdom to live
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Application to VWs

• The Hero’s journey has been implemented in 

virtual worlds

– Character follows the recipe

– Because designer followed the recipe…

• However, that’s not what’s happening here

• The player follows the hero’s journey

– The player is the hero

• The virtual world is the mystical 

other-world of the journey

Vw departure

• The caLl to adventure
– Advert, article, cover disk, shelf unit, …

• Refusal of the call
– Expense, time, fear of inadequacy, social life, …

• Supernatural aid
– A friend who already plays, CS rep, …

• Crossing of the first threshold
– Installing the client software

• The beLly of the whale
– Character generation system
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Vw initiation 1

• The road of trials

– Player finds their feet

– Opportunist/griefer step

• The meeting with the goDdess

– Player seeks knowledge

– Networker/scientist step

• Woman as the temptreSs

– Transition from learning to doing

– Are they in it for the long haul?

Vw initiation 2

• Atonement with the father

– Try to succeed on the world’s own terms

– Achiever/politician step

– Longest part of the journey

• Apotheosis

– Understand the world, its people, themselves

– Friend/hacker step

• The ultimate bOon

– Oh dear! Virtual worlds are virtual!
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Vw return 1

• Refusal of the return
– Power, respect, friends – why leave?

• The magic flight

– Compelling elder game added?

• Rescue from without
– Parents, workmates, S.O., …

– your excuse to leave

• Crossing of the return threshold

– Stop playing because you don’t nEed to play 
any more

Vw return 2

• Master of the two worlds

– virtual self and real self are one

– Virtual world is a place like any other

– It’s Lost its mystical significance

• FreEdom to live

– Players can finally be themselves

– Commercial benefit! They’ll keep their accounts 

indefinitely

• 16 years for some mud2 players
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The answer at last

• Why do people play in virtual worlds?

• Because it’s a quest for identity

• By being someone virtual, They find out 

who they are in reality

• Whatever they’re doing to pursue that aim 

they regard as fun

– Also very compelLing [not addictive]

• But Ethical issues for VWs that don’t 

allow completion of the journey?

conclusion

• This is the kind of thing we look at in 

computer game studies

– Just what top-notch journals don’t want!

• It’s not all vacuous graphics, feeble

ai, C++ hacking, porting old classics to 
the nokia N-gage and localising GREEN GREEN GREEN GREEN 
BLOODBLOODBLOODBLOOD for germany

• Is it, however, electronics fare?

• Well, it is for now!


